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SEE, THINK, WONDER

TEACHERS’ TOOLKIT OVERVIEW
ISSUE 01: INTERNET

Introduction
Each toolkit is a collection of 10 - 13
thought-provoking artworks supported by
talking points and activities. Worksheets,
slides, animations and activity resources are
all available with the toolkit. Each toolkit also
has a handy chart that identifies which
classes each artwork could apply to in the
MOE and IB syllabi.

Approach
A ‘SEE, THINK, WONDER’ approach is laid out
for every artwork to spark conversation in the
classroom and generate child-led learning.
Each artwork ends with a 3,2,1 reflection for
students to consolidate everything they have
learnt and reflect on what to do with their
new knowledge.
What do you SEE?
• Can you see what the family is
doing during dinner?
• What else can you see from this
artwork?

What do you THINK
about what you see?
• What do you think this artwork
is about?
• What do you think is happening
to the family’s faces?

What does the artwork
make you WONDER?
• Do you wonder why the artist
created this artwork?
• Do you wonder if your family is
like that?
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Supported by:
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Internet Safety

Learning outcomes:

Includes:

A collection of 13 cutting-edge artworks all
inspired by the internet, divided into five
modules.

• How Emoji has changed communication

• 13 ‘See, Think, Wonder’ themed lessons.
• 8 worksheets

1) Intro to the Internet
2) Technology and Me
3) Social Media
4) Safety and Privacy
5) Responsible Use
Students will learn the dos and don’ts of the
Internet through fun activities and discussion.

• Understanding Internet addiction

• What is Electronic waste and how to dispose of it
• Understanding and avoiding online strangers

• 9 animations
• 13 in-class activities

• What are server farms and cookies
• What is Artificial Intelligence
• What are click farms and fake likes
• Discerning what is real and what is not

SOME ARTWORKS INCLUDE:

Esther Goh | Singapore
Winner 2018 World Illustration Award

Dominic Foong | Singapore

Yeah Yeah Chloe | Australia

James M Joyce | UK

3landboy | Japan

